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Problem we’re solving

Fertility clinics have become call centres.  Staff are 
stretched fielding a high number of non-urgent patient 
enquiries wasting on average 3.5 hours per day

Why? Clinics lack a personalised, accurate and 
accessible way to deliver information to patients

Patient Mobile App Clinic Dashboard

Salve’s clinic branded app integrates to your EPR to 
provide relevant treatment information into patient hands

In guiding patients through treatment, Salve reduces clinic 
administration costs and improves medical outcomes 

Benefits for Clinics

Secure/private clinic messaging
Patients communicate with your clinic discreetly.
Treatment support fits around their lives

More time for quality care
Answer patient queries upfront & save staff call
time by providing patients with personalized
and paperless treatment info

Adherence monitoring
Be confident in patient compliance (especially 
at trigger shot). Ensure egg collection at the right 
time

Secure patient messaging
Turn 20 minute phone calls into 30 second, 
‘Whatsapp-like’ messages. Delight patients by 
answering their queries instantly and securely

No more Dr. Google
Reduce calls from patients confused by
conflicting information. Salve delivers clinic-vetted
treatment information when patients need it

Never miss a dose
Automated drug and appointment reminders to
ensure compliance and improve success rates

Benefits for Patients

Our Solution

Benefits for Clinic Ownership

Clinic branded tech
When a patient downloads Salve, they enjoy a 
branded mobile experience increasing your 
brand awareness and value. You can include 
your clinic’s video content, from injection teach 
videos to doctor interviews

Multi-language support
Via our CMS you can provide treatment 
information in whatever language you choose to 
suit the needs of your customers

Clinic group data insights
Salve’s dashboard displays which drugs are 
are driving high levels of adherence and 
delivering better outcomes. Salve helps drive 
standardized best practice across all clinics

你好

Scale efficiently
Scale staff efficiencies by digitizing and 
standardizing patient support processes in 
clinics

Electronic Patient 
Record (EPR) 

Software



“Salve helps our patients keep on track 
with their treatment and medication. 
Our patients, who are using Salve, are 
taking ownership of their cycle and 
delivering positive feedback”

Salve Customer

Who we’re working with
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Screenshots of Salve clinic dashboard and patient app

EPR integrations
We can integrate easily with 
any Electronic Health Record 

provider


